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Abstract
This paper tackles the problem of 24 hours monitoring patient actions in a ward such
as “lying on the bed”, “stretching an arm out of the bed” and “falling out of the bed”. In
the concerned scenario, 3D geometric information (e.g. relations between scene layouts
and body kinematics) is important to reveal the actions; however securing them at testing
itself is a challenging problem. Especially in our data, securing human skeletal joints at
testing time is not easy due to unique and diverse human posture. To address the problem,
we propose a kinematic-layout-aware random forest considering the geometry between
scene layouts and skeletons (i.e. kinematic-layout), secured in the offline manner, in the
training of forests to maximize the discriminant power of depth appearance. We integrate the kinematic-layout in the split criteria of random forests to guide the learning
process by 1) measuring the usefulness of kinematic-layout information and switching
the use of kinematic-layout, and 2) implicitly closing the gap between two distributions
obtained by the kinematic-layout and the appearance, if the kinematic-layout appears
useful. Experimental evaluations on our new dataset (PATIENT) demonstrate that our
method outperforms various state-of-the-arts for this problem. We have also demonstrated accuracy improvements by applying our method to conventional single-view and
cross-view action recognition datasets (e.g. CAD-60, UWA3D Multiview Activity II).

1

Introduction

The recent emergence of cost-effective and easy-operation depth sensors have opened the
door to a new family of methods [19, 23, 27, 28, 33, 60, 64] for action recognition from
depth sequences. Compared to conventional color images, depth maps offer several advantages: 1) Depth maps encode rich 3D structural information, including informative shape,
boundary, geometric cues of a human body and an entire scene. 2) Depth maps are insensitive to changes in lighting and illumination conditions that make it possible to monitor
patient/animal 24/7. 3) It is invariant to texture and color variations, which benefits various
recognition tasks.
c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Depth maps visualized with kinematic-layout. Note that kinematic-layout has a potential to improve the ambiguity of depth appearance. (a)-(c) are depth maps from PATIENT
dataset while (d) is the depth map from the conventional (CAD-60) dataset.
These advantages have promoted the fast pace development of depth-based techniques
for action recognition. A number of spatio-temporal representations [24, 33, 37, 38, 56, 60]
have been proposed to well represent the depth appearance, which is different from color
maps. Recent approaches resorted to selecting the informative points around skeleton joints
and modelling their temporal dynamics [10, 49, 55, 57, 68, 70], when human skeleton can
be estimated from depth sequences. However, it is important to note that human pose estimation is known to be not always reliable and can fail when the human is not in an upright
and frontal view position (e.g. lying) [38] or observed from unseen camera viewpoints [18].
Our scenario lies in these cases as in Fig 1 (a)-(c) and 2. To utilize the information which
is not reliably obtainable at testing, we seek to formulate human poses and their 3D relations to layouts only during training by using their offline-secured ground-truths. Our aim is
therefore to learn more robust classification models with more information at training and to
obtain improved testing accuracy without explicit use of them at testing.
In order to investigate these issues, in this paper we make following contributions:
New action recognition dataset (PATIENT) has been collected containing patient behaviors (15 actions) in a ward by a depth camera. Actions in our dataset have close ties with
scene layouts (e.g. bed, floor) and human body joints as in Fig. 1, 2; thus, utilizing kinematiclayout (i.e. 3D geometric relations between layouts and human body joints) is important to
discriminate targeted actions. On the contrary, due to unique viewpoints and human poses in
our dataset, skeleton information cannot be reliably tracked [18, 38] in a real-time manner,
using a conventional depth sensor (e.g. kinect).
Kinematic-layout-aware random forest (KLRF) is introduced to improve the discriminant
power of depth appearance by encoding the kinematic-layout. Considering that obtaining
kinematic-layouts at testing itself is a challenging problem, we formulate KLRFs to use their
offline-secured ground-truth implicitly at training and do not use them at testing (see Fig.
3 (a), (b)). We also make KLRFs encode the kinematic-layout adaptively: first cluster data
samples into two groups where a group whose kinematic-layout is useful and a group whose
kinematic-layout is less useful, then adaptively use it depending on the usefulness.
Both cross and single-view settings are tested on our own scenario (i.e. PATIENT dataset)
and conventional (i.e. CAD60, UWA3D Multiview Activity II datasets) action recognition.
Cross-view experiment is demonstrated to show the generalization ability of our method.

2

Related works

In this section, we review various cues available for the depth-based action recognition and
random forest variants for considering the additional information other than the original
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feature space:
Spatio-temporal depth cue. Spatial cue captures the static appearance information of single frames. Temporal cue conveys the movement of the observee or objects in the form of
motion across frames. These two cues are usually encoded together as a spatio-temporal representation. The interest point detection and description has been widely studied [35, 39, 50]
to provide reliable features for describing humans, objects or scenes. The spatio-temporal
interest points (STIPs) are often adopted [9, 22, 24, 25, 58] for compact representations of
activities and events. These conventional RGB-based methods do not perform well on depth
maps [9, 21, 24, 46, 53, 59]. Recent efforts [26, 33, 51, 54, 60, 64, 69], therefore, have been
devoted to developing reliable interest points and tracks for depth sequences. The interest
points are extracted from low-level pixels [3, 26, 31] or mid-level parts [27, 40, 71]. In
contrast to using local points, a holistic representation [26, 51, 54, 65] is recently popular
as it is shown generally effective and computationally efficient. Yang et al. [65] extracted
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors from Depth Motion Maps (DMM),
where the DMM are generated by stacking motion energy of depth maps projected onto
three orthogonal Cartesian planes. Wang et al. [56] defined Hierarchical Dynamic Motion
Maps (HDMM) by using different offsets between frames and extracting Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features from them. More recently, Rahmani et al. proposed a viewinvariant descriptor HOPC [38] to deal with the 3D action recognition from unknown and
unseen views. View-invariant representation, proposed in [37] has shown the state-of-the-art
accuracy on both single-view and multi-viewed depth-based action recognition benchmarks.
Skeleton/pose cue. Pose estimation is beneficial for understanding human actions [13, 30,
66], while action recognition can also facilitate 3D human pose estimation [67]. The joint
modeling of action and pose has been studied on RGB data [4, 11, 29, 32, 48, 63]. They
perform pose estimation at testing stages, which either helps further action recognition or
is helped by prior action recognition. In either case, accurate pose estimation at testing is
aimed. A well trained skeleton tracker can provide a high-level cue for depth sequences.
The use of skeleton joints has been suggested by [55, 61] for alleviating ambiguities in action recognition. Jiang et al. [55] represent the interaction between human body parts and
environmental objects with an ensemble of human joint-based features. Skeleton joints have
also been used to constrain the dictionary learning for feature representation [28]. There
have been many later works [1, 10, 15, 16, 19, 20, 68, 72] that use skeleton/pose cues both
at testing and training stages. In those works, estimated poses are relatively stable and provide good discrimination among actions, since most human poses are captured in the upright
position and camera is located in front of humans. However, human pose estimation is not
always stable due to the noisy depth maps, self-occlusions by camera views and diverse
human poses [18, 38, 52]. To relieve the issue, Wang et al. [52] consider the best-K joint
configurations to reduce the joint estimation errors. In our work, estimating human body
joints is even more challenging, due to ambiguous and unique human poses (e.g. lying) in
hospital environment. To avoid the unreliable dependency, we use the ground-truth of human
poses and their 3D relation to layouts to aid model decision at training while bypassing their
explicit estimation at testing. (see Fig. 4 (a), (b)).
Random forest variants. Standard random forests make the assumption that the output variables are independent over the parameter space. Conditional regression forest was presented
by Sun et al. [44] and Dantone et al. [6], which demonstrates that the incorporation of prior
information (such as human height, head pose) can enhance the dependency between output
variables and latent variables, resulting in more accurate predictions. Similarly, Dapogny et
al. [7] and Pham et al. [36] utilize expression prior and crowdedness prior respectively to
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Figure 2: Examples of our PATIENT dataset. Our dataset contains both static (left side) and
dynamic actions (right side). Action labels are given in Sec. 3. Examples for different views
are also shown in last two columns.
reduce the variability within classes. Our method differs from existing conditional forests in
that most of them exploit prior information to model the probability functions over the leaf
nodes while we utilize the prior information at the split nodes during the tree growing.
While growing trees, some introduce the additional information that provides better explanations of the data. Tang et al. [47] exploited the pairwise relationship between synthetic
and real data for the transfer learning of forests. Yang et al. [62] exploited the discrete additional prior explicitly to improve the quality of decision trees. Baek et al. [1] exploited
pairwise and high-order associations of data samples as contexts. Differently to previous
works, we incorporate continuous prior information to guide the model decision process
both explicitly and implicitly. Furthermore, we adaptively use the information by empirically measuring its usefulness.

3

PATIENT dataset

We collect our own dataset (i.e. PATIENT) in a hospital scenario which contains 15 actions,
performed by 10 subjects in 3 different viewpoints having close ties with bed and floor
layouts. The dataset contains both static and dynamic actions and all 15 actions are: (1)
lying, (2) sitting and (3) standing on the bed; (4-5) stretching body parts out of the bed when
the patient is lying and sitting; (6-7) sitting and standing on the floor; (8) falling out of the
bed; (9-15) suffering status of actions (1-8) except (3). In Table 1, we compare the PATIENT
dataset with recently proposed action recognition datasets.
In most action DBs in Table 1, human joints are well captured by kinect sensors at testing,
since humans are in upright positions (e.g. standing, sitting) and the camera is located in front
of humans. In our scenario, humans’ depth appearance is ambiguous due to their unique
poses (e.g. lying, sitting back) and camera views (i.e. not human’s frontal). Thus, capturing
human joints is not also easy [18, 38]. Another characteristic of our dataset is that actions
that we aim to recognize are closely related to 3D geometric relations between layouts (i.e.
bed, floor) and human joints. Thus, we provide ground-truths for both human body joints
and layout planes (i.e. bed, floor) to help reveal the actions. Also, we generate ground-truths
for 5 layout planes (i.e. floor, left wall, mid wall, right wall, ceiling) for testing conventional
(CAD60, UWA3D) datasets, as in Fig. 1 (d). Fig. 2 shows example frames of our dataset
spanning static and dynamic actions.
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Dataset
CAD-60 [45]
3D Action Pairs [33]
UTD-MHAD [2]
UWA3D [38]
NTU [41]
Ours

Geometric info.
3D joints
3D joints
3D joints
3D joints
3D joints
3D joints+Layout

Samples
60
360
861
1075
56880
450

Classes
12
12
27
30
60
15

Subjects
4
10
8
10
40
10

Views
1
1
1
5
80
3

Human poses
Frontal/Upright
Frontal/Upright
Frontal/Upright
Frontal/Upright
Frontal/Upright
Various

Table 1: Dataset comparison to recent benchmarks.

4

Kinematic-layout-aware random forest

In this section, we first introduce our appearance A and kinematic-layout K (Sec. 4.1) and
then present how our approach exploits both information at training (Sec. 4.2). Testing stage
of KLRFs and cross-view setting are explained in Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4, respectively.

4.1

Appearance and kinematic-layout information

We construct the appearance A using the depth sequence V and the kinematic-layout K
using layouts and skeleton joints for V , respectively. 1) We first extract depth cue CtD , layout
cue CtL and skeleton cue CtJ for each frame t. 2) Then, we generate the spatio-temporal
representation, A(V ) and K(V ) for a depth sequence V , by applying the Fourier transform
on per-frame cues as in [37, 55]. The per-frame cues are defined as follows:
Depth cue CtD : For each frame t, we extract the 4, 096 dimensional feature CtD from the f c7
layer of the CNN architecture proposed in [37]. This architecture is pre-trained on synthetic
multi-view depth maps and shown to produce the state-of-the-art accuracy on both single
and multi-viewed 3D action recognition benchmarks [37].
Skeleton cue CtJ : Skeleton cue CtJ is encoded similar to [49, 68, 72] as CtJ = [dtP ; dtM ; dtO ]. (1)
Skeleton Pairwise distance vector, dtP = [p1 (t) − p2 (t), ..., p p (t) − pq (t), ..., pP−1 (t) − pP (t)]
is defined for ∀p, ∀q, p 6= q ∈ [1, P] to encode current frame’s human poses. (2) Skeleton
Motion vector, dtM = [p1 (t) − p1 (t − 1), ..., p p (t) − p p (t − 1), ..., pP (t) − pP (t − 1)] is defined
for ∀p ∈ [1, P] to encode its temporal motion information. (3) Skeleton Offset vector, dtO =
[p1 (t)−p1 (1), ..., p p (t)−p p (1), ..., pP (t)−pP (1)] is defined for ∀p ∈ [1, P] to encode human
offset information to their initial values i.e. t = 1. Skeleton cue can consider the spatial
location of human body parts.
Layout cue CtL : For each frame t, we propose to extract CtL by 3D displacements between
layout planes L = {L1 , ...Ll , ..., LL } and skeleton joints P(t) = {p1 (t), ...p p (t), ..., pP (t)} as:
CtL = [dt11 ; ...; dt1L ; dt21 ; ...; dt2L ; ...; dtP1 ; ...; dtPL ]

(1)

where dt pl = p p (t) − p̄Ll , p p (t) is a 3-dimensional vector whose entry corresponds to its x,
y and depth value and p̄Ll is a projection of p p (t) to the plane Ll , respectively. This layout
cue provides information on how humans interact with their environments. There exists a
strong physical and functional coupling between human actions/poses and the 3D geometry
of a scene [8, 12, 17]. We try to consider physical constraints to support actions such as
“sitting” and “lying” by layout planes.
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same view or cross-view

layout

(b) Testing stage

skeleton

depth image

low purity

high purity
Switching term
if

if

is useful
Kinematic-layout term

is useful
Appearance term

(c) Weighting method

(a) Training stage

Figure 3: Flowchart of our method. (a) Training stage of KLRFs, (b) Testing stage
of KLRFs, (c) Weighting method to reduce the gap between PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) and
PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}). Red balls denote samples constituting the appearance-based distribution PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) with their weights in fade-out. Green line denotes the gap-reduced
class distribution.

4.2

Learning kinematic-layout-aware forests

Random forests (RFs) F aim to learn a mapping from the appearance A to the label set Y :
F : A 7→ Y.

(2)

We propose kinematic-layout-aware random forests (KLRFs) F + to optimize the mapping
in Eq. 2 with the help of kinematic-layout K at training, if it appears useful :
(
K
A 7−
→ Y, , if K is useful
+
F :
(3)
A 7→ Y
, otherwise
Same as RFs, KLRFs F + are ensembles of binary trees, containing two types of nodes: split
and leaf. At training, trees are grown by deciding the split function Ψ(A(·)γ , τ) recursively
from the root node, where A(·)γ denotes the γ-th value in the appearance feature and τ is a
threshold. At each split node, arrived samples V ∈ D are divided into two subsets Dl and Dr
(Dl ∩ Dr = 0)
/ by a set of split function candidates {Ψc } that is generated randomly. Samples
whose A(V )γ are less than τ go to the left child node (Dl ) while others go to the right child
node (Dr ). Among candidates, the one that maximizes the quality function Q is selected as
a split function Ψ∗ :
Ψ∗ = arg max Q(Ψ).
Ψ∈{Ψc }

(4)

Trees are grown while sample number is above the minimum threshold (i.e. 5 in our experiments) or information gain is positive, where the information gain is defined as Q(Ψ∗ ) −
Q(Ψ0 ) and Ψ0 is the reference split that have all samples in Dl and no samples in Dr . The
terminating node becomes a leaf node and saves class distribution of arrived samples to use
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it at testing. Note that Q in Eq. 4 can depend on both appearance A and kinematic-layout
K since it is used at offline training, while Ψ(A(·)γ , τ) depends only on A to prevent the
dependency of K at testing.
To train KLRFs F + hierarchically as in Eq. 3 and Fig. 3 (a), we propose three types of
quality functions: Qs , Qc and Qk , which are called as switching, appearance and kinematiclayout term, respectively. Qs first measures the usefulness of K as the if-statement of Eq.
K
3. Then, Qc , Qk selectively performs either A 7→ Y or A 7−
→ Y depending on the node
characteristics. The three quality functions are combined into a Q by variables α, β as:
Q(Ψ) = αQs + (1 − α){β Qc + (1 − β )Qk }

(5)

where variables α and β controls KLRFs to first select Qs until certain number of data
samples remain in a node and then select either Qc or Qk to perform further classification
according to the node characteristics:


1 , if |D| > η
1 , if ζ > ∆
α=
,β =
0 , otherwise
0 , otherwise
where |D| is the number of samples in a current node, η is empirically set to 0.1 times total
number of training samples, ∆ is the ratio of samples having positive usefulness score U(V )
(Eq. 6) and ζ ∈ [0, 1] is a randomly sampled value at each node. If ∆ is high, it implies that
K is useful in a current node. At the same time, the probability for ζ > ∆ becomes low and
nodes tend to select Qk more frequently than Qc . If ∆ is low, the opposite happens. Each
tree’s diversity obtained by this random configuration makes the KLRF ensemble become
robust [14]. As in Fig. 3 (a), thanks to the hierarchical nature of trees, we are able to utilize
different quality functions within a tree: nodes near the root select Qs while nodes in the
bottom gradually select either Qc or Qk . In the remainder of this section, we explain more
about training with individual quality functions:
Pre-trained forests FK , FA : Before training each tree, we pre-train two forests FK and FA
using out-of-bag (OOB) samples1 and their kinematic-layout and appearance, respectively.
Forests are pre-trained to obtain two class distributions for a sample V (i.e. P(y|A(V )) =
FA (V ), P(y|K(V )) = FK (V )) and two class distributions for each node (i.e. PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈
D}) = |D1 | ∑V ∈D FK (V ), PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) = |D1 | ∑V ∈D FA (V )) at each tree training.
Pre-trained forests are used whenever either Qs or Qk is selected for each node split.
Switching term Qs : This term measures the usefulness of kinematic-layout K and selects Ψ
that clusters samples into two groups: a group whose K is useful and another group whose
K is less useful. The underline rationale of this term is our observation that kinematic-layout
K does not always help improve the classification accuracy. For some samples, appearance
A is enough or better than kinematic-layout K (see Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (d)). We define the
score U(V ) ∈ [−1, 1] to measure the usefulness of kinematic-layout for sample V :
U(V ) = FK,y∗ (V ) − FA,y∗ (V )

(6)

where y∗ , FK,y∗ (V ) and FA,y∗ (V ) are the the ground-truth class label, y∗ -th dimensional
value of FK (V ) and FA (V ), respectively. The positive U(V ) implies that kinematic-layout K
is empirically more useful than the appearance A, while negative U(V ) means the opposite.


−1
m|
The Qs = 1 + ∑m∈{l,r} |D
prefers Ψ that clusters samples into
|D| var U(V )|V ∈ Dm
1 Samples,

not used in current tree training for bootstrap aggregating (bagging).
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left or right child nodes by the value of U(V ), where var(·) is the variance operator.
Appearance term Qc : This term is same as Shannon entropy measure employed in standard
classification RFs [43]. It measures the uncertainty of class distributions in Dl and Dr based
on the appearance A. It prefers Ψ that makes the class posterior distribution, empirically the
class histograms, in Dl and Dr are dominated by a certain class.
Kinematic-layout term Qk : To prevent the explicit usage of kinematic-layout K at testing,
this term implicitly exploits the K at training, by minimizing the gap between two class
distributions: PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}), PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) at each node training. The gap
is minimized by controlling each sample’s weight and Qk is defined based on the weighted
distribution as in Eq. 8. The weight w∗ = [w1 , ..., w|D| ]> ∈ R|D|×1 is optimized by:
w∗ = min ||A · w − b||22 s.t. ∀wi ≥ 0,
w

(7)

where wi denotes each sample’s weight, the i-th column of A ∈ R|Y |×|D| , Ai ∈ R|Y |×1 corresponds to each sample’s P(y|A(V )) and b ∈ R|Y |×1 corresponds to P(y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}).
The Eq. 7 can be optimized by the least-square solver with non-negativity constraints (e.g.
lsqnonneg function in MATLAB). Meanwhile, as in Fig. 3 (c), a sample V 0 , whose
P(y = l1 |A(V 0 )) = FA,l1 (V ) is high, is emphasized if P(y = l1 |{K(V )|V ∈ D}) > P(y =
l1 |{A(V )|V ∈ D}) while surpressed, otherwise (for 1 ≤ l1 ≤ |Y|). Samples with high discrepancy can be benefitted by kinematic-layouts K; thus they are emphasized and carefully
considered for deciding Ψ while others are surpressed regarded as a noise. The Qk is defined
as the Shannon entropy measure on the weighted class histograms nw (y, Dm ) as follows:
Qk

Dm )
= ∑m∈{l,r} ∑y∈Y nw (y, Dm ) log nw (y,
|D|

∑i=1 wi

(8)

where nw (y, D) = ∑V ∈D wi · I(y = y∗ ) and I(·) is an impusle function.

4.3

Inference by kinematic-layout-aware forests

At testing, as in Fig. 3 (b), A(V ) is passed down the KLRFs F + by learned split functions {Ψ(Aγ (·), τ)} until it reaches the leaf nodes, which store both the class distribution
P(y|V ) and the kinematic vectors K(V ). Split nodes decide its input V goes either to the
left child (if A(V )γ < τ) or to the right child (otherwise) according to learned split functions
{Ψ(A(·)γ , τ)}. The responses are averaged to output the final P(y|V ) and K̂(V ) for each V .

4.4

Cross-view setting

Cross-view setting is challenging: the model is testified for unseen camera views, which
have much impact on the depth appearance [37, 38]. Depth appearance A by [37] is viewinvariant to a certain degree. To further help, we augment depth maps by synthetic rotations
and translations as in [56], and consider their coherency using Qv at training and kinematic
consistency filter (KCF) at testing. Though both Qv and KCF are designed for cross-view,
we also apply them for single-view experiment and report their results (see Fig. 4 (e)).
View clustering term Qv : This term enforces Ψ to cluster data samples according to the


−1
m|
value of K(V ) at training: Qv = 1 + ∑m∈{l,r} |D
, where Λ =
|D| Λ K(V )|V ∈ Dm
trace(var( · )) is defined as trace of a variance operator. Augmented data (i.e. translated,
rotated) share the same kinematic-layout K; thus they are clustered together by Qv . As a
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result, it enhances the view-invariance. Either Qv or Q in Eq. 5 is randomly selected at each
node, where random selection is known effective to mix up quality functions in a forest [14].
Kinematic consistency filter: At testing, after obtaining both P(y|V ) and K̂(V ) from the leaf
nodes, we reduce noise by applying the KCF to P(y|V ). KCF exploits pairwise similarities of
inferred kinematic-layout K̂(V ) to smooth the result by: P∗ (y|V ) = W1p ∑J 0 ∈S (V ) P(y|J)g(||K̂(J)−
K̂(J 0 )||) where Wp = ∑J 0 ∈S (V ) g(||K̂(J) − K̂(J 0 )||) is a normalizing factor, g(·) is a Gaussian
kernel and S(V ) is the augmented dataset of V . P∗ (y|V ) is the final class distribution.

5

Experiments

We perform both single-view (on PATIENT, CAD-60 [45] datasets) and cross-view (on PATIENT, UWA3D Multiview Activity II [38] datasets) experiments to validate our methods.
The “Baseline (RFs)” is the combination of depth appearance from [37] and standard RFs
using additional translational, rotational data augmentation as in [56]. “Ours (KLRFs)” replaces RFs of “Baseline (RFs)” to KLRFs and consider the kinematic-layout K at training.
Same-view. We first evaluate our method for single-view action recognition using PATIENT
and CAD60 datasets and each result is shown in Table 2 “View 1” column and Table 3, respectively. The classification accuracy is averaged over all classes, which corresponds to the
mean of the confusion matrix diagonal. For PATIENT, we use the first 5 subjects as training
and others as testing samples. We evaluate the recent state-of-the-art depth-based methods [33, 37, 38, 56, 60] using their publicly available codes. Our method produces a significant accuracy gain (6 − 10%) over these methods. For CAD60, we follow the cross-person
experimental settings in [19, 55]. We also use two more measures (i.e. Precision/Recall)
to compare with various state-of-the-arts for this dataset. KLRFs show good accuracy compared to depth-based approaches [33, 72]. Since this conventional dataset contains mostly
upright humans with frontal views, most state-of-the-arts use real-time obtained skeleton
joints at testing to obtain their results. Thus, for fair comparison, we combine skeleton cues
to our method at testing: We train half of trees as RFs using pure skeletons and half of trees
as KLRFs (denoted as “Ours (KLRFs+Skeleton)”). Also, “Baseline (RFs+Skeleton)” consists with half skeleton-based RFs and half depth-based RFs. Showing 5% accuracy gain to
“Baseline (RFs+Skeleton)”, “Ours (KLRFs+Skeleton)” shows the best result in Table 3.
Cross-view. We also applied our method to cross-view experiments using PATIENT and
UWA3D datasets. For UWA3D, we follow the same experimental setting as in [37]. Averaged accuracy for all cross-views is reported in the “UWA3D Cross View” column of
Table 2. For PATIENT dataset, we applied the same model trained in the single-view setting
to View 2 and View 3 for cross-view tesing. The results are summarized in “View 2”, “View
3” columns of PATIENT in Table 2, respectively. “Baseline (RFs)” often performs worse
than [37] in cross-view experiments, while “Ours (KLRFs)” shows consistent accuracy improvement.
Usefulness score U vs. classes. In Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (d), We plot the averaged usefulness
score U(V ) ∈ [−1, 1] for samples in each action classes. Positive U(V ) means that K is more
useful than A, while negative U(V ) means the opposite. The results imply that in PATIENT
dataset, static actions (i.e. (1)-(7)) are well explained by K rather than A while dynamic actions (i.e. (8)-(15)) are well classified by using only A without K. In CAD-60 and UWA3D
datasets, we also report the usefulness scores per each class, showing variations. Class index
is given in Sec. 3 for PATIENT and in the supplementary page for other datasets.
Utilizing K at testing. To test the strength of kinematic-layout K, we report the classification accuracy explicitly using ground-truths of K as input features in Fig. 4 (c). Note that
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Method
DCSF [60]
HON4D [33]
HOPC [38]
DMM [56]
Novel View [37]
Baseline (RFs)
Ours (KLRFs)

PATIENT
View 1 View 2 View 3
18.7
6.7
16.0
21.1
6.3
13.8
28.2
15.4
23.1
29.3
19.3
24.0
43.8
23.8
32.5
47.8
21.5
27.2
53.2
27.5
36.2

Method

Accuracy Precision
Testing Input: Depth
HON4D [33]
72.7
−
Zhu et al. [72]
75.0
−
Baseline (RFs)
81.6
93.2
Ours (KLRFs)
87.1
92.3
Testing Input: Skeleton
GI et al. [34]
−
91.9
Shan et al. [42]
91.9
93.8
Cippitelli et al. [5]
−
93.9
Testing Input: Depth+Skeleton
Actionlet Ensemble [55] 74.7
−
Zhu et al. [72]
87.5
93.2
Baseline (RFs+Skeleton) 89.7
92.9
Ours (KLRFs+Skeleton) 94.1
97.5

UWA3D
Cross View
−
28.9
52.2
−
76.9
77.1
80.4

Table 2: Results for PATIENT (singleview (View 1), cross-view (View 2, 3)) and
UWA3D (cross-view) datasets.

Recall
−
−
78.6
85.7
90.2
94.5
93.5
−
84.6
89.3
92.7

Table 3: Results for CAD-60 dataset.
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(c) Utilizing K at testing for 3 datasets.
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(e) Parameter sensitivity: PATIENT(left), CAD(mid), UWA3D(right).

Figure 4: Further analysis result
utilizing K at testing is not realistic in our scenario; we conducted the experiments only for
evaluation purpose using ground-truths of K. We configure 3 different features {A, A + CtJ
of K, A + K} and two classifiers by standard RFs (i.e. Qc ) and KLRFs using Qc + Qs terms.
The graph shows that K offers 5 − 10% accuracy gain, when combined with A.
Sensitivity to parameters. We evaluate the sensitivity of our model depending on tree numbers in Fig. 4 (e). The performance increases as tree numbers increase and saturates around
500 trees. Component analysis is further reported in the same figure.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of depth-based action recognition in a 24 hours-monitoring
patient actions in a ward, with the goal of effectively recognizing human actions by exploiting the scene layout and skeleton information in the learning process. We propose the
kinematic-layout-aware random forest to encode this prior information, thereby capturing
more geometry that provides greater discriminant power in action classification.
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